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Abstract 

 

The main purpose of this study is to employ the modern technologies and techniques to semi-automate the 
quantification process of the Red Blood Cells in Microscopic thin blood smear digital images.  The process 

needs to be more accurate, efficient and universal then the currently practiced methods. The study considers 

the process to be semi-automated for two reasons, i.e. due to the critical aspect life and due to the diverse 
nature of the Red Blood Cells in cluster formation. The Methodology of this study involved interactive 

simple cuts and morphological operations for splitting clusters of Red Blood Cells while counting is carried 
out through labeling matrix. The Red Blood Cells counting is part of the complete blood count test and is 

frequently suggested by the Physician to know the number of Red Blood Cells in the patient’s body. The 

proposed method considers for counting process of the Red Blood Cells first split the clusters and then 
count the Red Blood Cells. The proposed method achieved an overall True Positive Rate (TPR) of 0.997%, 

True Negative Rate (TNR) of 0.00265%, accuracy of 0.998% and average error rate of 0.001375% tested 

on 50 images, data set also on the same number of images linear correlation coefficient R2 is 0.997 between 
manual and semi-automatic counting of Red Blood Cells. 

 

Keywords: Clustered red blood cells; healthcare applications; complete blood test; occlusions; rouleaux 
splitting 
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1.0  INTRODUCTION 

 

The counting process of Red Blood Cells are demanding in 

various blood tests because the alteration of number of Red Blood 

Cells from normal range in both cases (Low and High) is sensitive  

indicator about serious disorder in the body. The number of Red 

Blood Cells high then normal range indicates Kidney tumor, 

Heart diseases, Low Blood oxygen level etc. The low number of 

Red Blood Cells from its normal range indicates, Anemia, 

Hemorrhage, Leukemia, Malnutrition, Nutritional deficiencies 

like iron, folate, copper etc. [1]. Due to consumption of too much 

time, jeopardy of errors and much physical and mental labor on 

the part of hematologists increased the demand of automatic and 

semi-automatic counting techniques to overcome the mentioned 

problems by assisting the hematologists. In this connection, many 

researchers did much work but still the work needs to be more 

efficient, robust, accurate and realistic. This study considered the 

proposed technique in the context that it will be efficient, 

accurate, robust and realistic. Counting Red Blood Cells through 

image processing techniques is not difficult task but for high 

accuracy it involves several other problems i.e. image pre-

processing, splitting of clustered Red Blood Cells. If theses 

mentioned problems are not addressed in proper way then the 

accuracy will be on the stack because the clustered Red Blood 

Cells are appeared as a single area and in reality it is combination 

of multiple Red Blood Cells. Further, the clustered are divided 

into Clumped and Overlapped Red Blood Cells. Clumps of Red 

Blood Cells occurred in the case when iron deficiency exists in 

the blood, the Red Blood Cells glued each other and formed long 

chains while overlapped Red Blood Cells are formed due to 

improper slide preparation and is also considered as a big 

problem in the manual microscopy because it leads to discard the 

slide and prepare another one. This study considered all these 

problems and after solving the given problems, then count the 

Red Blood Cells. 

  Recently, too many efforts have been made by researchers 

to develop algorithms for counting of Red Blood Cells addressing 

the problems of splitting the clustered Red Blood Cells and show 

a high degree of success but still needs improvements. This study 

consider the proper and accurate solution to be interactive means 

semi-automatic because previously we proposed six novel 

automatic techniques on different grounds and show high success 

rates but there are situations in which the Red Blood Cells are 

clumped and overlapped densely, splitting of which is impossible 

by any automatic method and this is the main reason that we 

switched from automatic to semi-automatic to involve human 
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expertise. Moreover, in interactive cuts based strategy we 

struggled to involve minimum intervention. The study made by 

[2], the authors mentioned that counting Red Blood Cells is not a 

big issue in image processing but the hurdles like clustered Red 

Blood Cells splitting is too important because they will affect the 

accuracy that’s why they did it through concavity points finding 

and splitting. However, they did not mention how to separate the 

single and clustered Red Blood Cells. In the study, of [3], the 

authors did not consider the separation and clustered Red Blood 

Cells splitting but did the counting. Red Blood Cells counting 

without solving the problem of cluster Red Blood Cells Splitting 

compromise on the accuracy. Some studies while counting the 

Red Blood Cells do not consider the clumps and overlaps of Red 

Blood Cells for splitting but they rely on guessing Area based 

estimation approaches as mentioned in the work of [4 ,5]. The 

problem in this approach is that in some cases we want to note 

the disorder as well in the Red Blood Cell in such case this 

approach will fails while also the areas of Red Blood Cells by 

most of the studies considered as circular, which is not true as 

because morphology of the Red Blood Cells highly changes due 

to any disorder. Circular Hough Transform based approaches for 

counting and splitting as mentioned by [6, 7, 8, 9] mainly 

considered the Red Blood Cells as circles which is not true 

because Red Blood Cells morphology is not static and changed 

by other diseases. The approaches adopted by previous studies to 

combat the problem of clumped and overlapped Red Blood Cells 

splitting are divided into the following categories i.e. 

Morphological operation based includes erosion, dilation or 

opening closing to split the clusters of Red Blood Cells [10, 11, 

12]. However, the main problem in morphological based 

approach is that it works well in overlap of Red Blood Cells not 

more than two cells but in reality we have some clumps which are 

very long chains. Concavity based approaches deal the problems 

in the way to find out the concavity regions and some cases the 

concavity points and split the clustered Red Blood Cells through 

lines cuts or circles drawing or ellipses drawing as stated in the 

studies of [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. The concavity based 

approaches gives good results but in some cases they are 

computationally very expensive. Watershed based techniques 

includes all form of watershed algorithm based etc as presented 

by the studies of [22, 23, 24, 23, 25, 26, 27]. Watershed based 

approach have certain degree of success but in dense clumps it 

results in over segmentation while in some cases also suffered 

from the problem of under segmentation. Edges or contour based 

techniques can gives solution in the form of analyzing split edges 

and linkages of contours etc as mentioned in the works of [28, 29, 

30]. This approach working well but required model based on 

some templates and complex both in execution as well as in 

implementation. Model based approach gives various models in 

the form of circles through various theories like Gestalt, 

geometrical theories etc as presented in the work of [31, 32]. The 

problem in this approach seems to be un-realistic as due to its 

highly complex nature and implementation. 

 

 

2.0  EXPERIMENTAL 

 

In this paper we performed the experimentations on a set of 

Microscopic thin blood smear digital images, which were 

obtained from the [32], freely available for research purposes. 

The proposed methodology started with image pre-processing 

then the slide image is checked for clustered Red Blood Cells if 

existed then passed from interactive splitting process of Red 

Blood Cells clusters because without splitting the accuracy is 

compromised on the other hand if clustered Red Blood Cells not 

existed then the control is directly transferred to counting the Red 

Blood Cells. This whole process is presented as overall 

methodology of this study and the simulated diagram of the 

whole process in the form of images are depicted in (Figures 1 

and 2). 
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Figure 1  Simulated images of the whole process 
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Figure 2  Overall methodology 

 

 

  As image pre-processing we only convert the input RGB 

image to binary image through Global thresholding OTSU for the 

purpose to reduce the processing time. After conversion small 

areas are identified as noise and removed from the binary image 

and holes in the centers of the RBCs, formed due to hemoglobin 

in the centers of the RBCs and its similarity to the background are 

filled and we get the image presented in Figure 3 which is ready 

for further processing.  
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Figure 3  Matlab results a) Original RGB image b) Pre-processed image 

 
 

  To check the existence of clustered of RBCs; we applied a 

double check on all the RBCs. We find the areas and elongation 

of the convex hulls of the RBCs as mentioned in Equation 1 and 

2 respectively. Next between these two measures we find 

normalize variance among all the RBCs and empirically through 

much experimentation, we found  that if the variance is high 0.2 

in case of area and high than 0.5 in case of elongation will be 

considered as clustered RBCs existed as mentioned in Equation 

3. 

 

Area = No. of Pixels;                                                                (1) 

where, No.of Pixels= Pixels in the convex hull object              

 

Elongation =
Length

Breadth
                                                            (2) 

where, Length =Major Axis and Breadth = Minor Axis        

 

σσ2 =
(X − μμ)2

N
                                                                           (3) 

;where, X represents the area or elongation, N is the no. of terms 

in distribution.(3) 

 

  After confirmation that clustered Red Blood Cells existed, 

then this step is eligible for execution, otherwise the control is 

directly transferred to the counting process. The splitting starts by 

loading the grayscale image of the original RGB image for the 

purpose of clear visualization along with the pointer 

automatically for interactive cuts. The cuts made by the experts 

are in the form of points having possible gaps. For accuracy 

purpose we find the distance between the successive points with 

the equation mentioned as 4. The gaps among the points are filled 

by adding 0.5 with the distance between the successive points to 

form smooth cuts. The smooth cuts are then mapped in the binary 

image with a slight uniform erosion to split the clustered Red 

Blood Cells into cleaved single Red Blood Cells. In this whole 

process only the cuts are on the part of expert the rest whole 

process is automatic.  

 

Distance, D =  √
(x2 + x1)2 − (y2 + y1)2

2
                     (4) 

Filling Gaps = D+0.5 for all the points in cuts 

 

  The whole concept is diagrammatically simulated in Figure 

5 while the results obtained from Matlab are presented as a, b, c, 

d and e in (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4  Simulated Image showing the concept behind the whole process  

 
Figure 5  Matlab results a) Presents original RGB image, b) Presents 
grayscale image for putting cuts, c) Presents the binary image of the cuts 

made interactively, d) Presents the image in which cuts are mapped to the 

original binary image, e) Presents the slightly eroded image at cuts to split 
the clusters into single red blood cells and also counted 

 
 

  Once the Clustered Red Blood Cells are cleaved into single 

Red Blood Cells then it is not difficult to count them. Thus for 

counting we consider the Matlab built-in function bwlabel, which 

uses a binary image and produces a label matrix L having value 

0 for the background pixels while gives greater integer values 

than 0 according to the number of objects in a fashion that assign 

1 to the first object, assign 2 to the second object and in this way 

increase the number according to the number of objects in an 

arbitrary order. 
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3.0  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

In this section we analyzed the results through visual inspection 

and statistically on microscopic thin blood smear digital images 

dataset of 50 images obtained from [32]. In visual inspection 

based analysis we divide the images into two groups i.e. images 

having clustered Red Blood Cells and Images without clustered 

Red Blood Cells for presentation through visual inspection with 

ground reality. In (Figure 6) on the basis of two input images we 

presented that what are the effects on the accuracy when the 

clustered RBCs are not addressed. 

 
Figure 6  a) and d) Present original RGB image with clustered RBCs 

while b) and e) Present the binary image having numbers of each RBC 
and the total number of RBCs is shown in the green color when clustered 

RBCs are cleaved and finally c) and f) present counting without splitting 

the clustered RBCs 

 

 

  According to (Figure 6), we can clearly know about the 

accuracy that without addressing the clustered RBCs splitting the 

number of RBCs in the c) are 22 while after splitting it becomes 

27 as shown in b), also the same situation we faced in e) the actual 

number is 23 while without splitting it is 12. The rest of the results 

as shown in (Figures 7 and 8) are on images having no clustered 

RBCs.   
 

 
Figure 7  a) Presents original RGB image without clustered RBCs while 

b) Presents the binary image having numbers of each RBC and the total 
number of RBCs is shown in the green color 

 

 
Figure 8a)  Presents original RGB image without clustered RBCs while 

b) Presents the binary image having numbers of each RBC and the total 
number of RBCs is shown in the green color 

 

 

  According to (Figures 7 and 8), the number of RBCs has no 

problem because clustered RBCs do not existed but the situation 

as shown in (Figure 9) having two images with clustered Red 

Blood Cells have problems, thus after splitting the problems are 

resolved.  

 
Figure 9  a) and c) Present original input RGB images of thin blood 
smears while images b) and d), are the final output images after applying 

the proposed methods in this paper 

 

 

  Analysis through statistical metrics for measuring the 

accuracy the experimentation is performed on the images data set 

of 50 images and compared the results of semi-automatically 

counted Red Blood Cells (by computer) with the manually 

counted Red Blood Cells (by medical experts) though confusion 

matrix presented as Table 1, to calculate the sensitivity or True 

Positive Rate (TPR) or Recall, Accuracy (AC), Error Rate (Er.R) 

and Specificity or True Negative Rate (TNR) with equations 

mentioned as Equations 5, 6, 7 and 8 respectively. 

 

TPR =
A

A+B
 , AC =

A+D

A+B+C+D
      (5 and 6) 

 

Er. R = 1 − AC , TNR =
D

C+D
 (7 and 8) 
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Table 1  Confusion matrix 

 

Confusion Matrix Detected 

Positive  Negative 

 Actual Positive  A: True +ve B: False –ve 

Negative C: False +ve D: True –ve 

 
Figure 10  Confusion matrix based analysis 

 

 

  The proposed technique is experimented on 50 images and 

the TPR, Accuracy, Error rate and TNR are presented graphically 

in (Figure 10). Further, we also performed the linear correlation 

analysis to know the relationship through Pearson’s Correlation 

presented graphically in (Figure 11). 

 

 
Figure 11  Correlation between manual and semi-automatic counting of 

red blood cells 

 

 

  According to the graph presented in (Figure 11), the 

correlation coefficient  R2 shows strong positive linear correlation 

between the manual and semi-automatic counting of Red Blood 

Cells, that indicates a reliable relationship between the manual 

and semi-automatic counting. 

 

 

 

4.0  CONCLUSION 

 

The main and challenging job in counting Red Blood Cells is that 

of clustered Red Blood Cells splitting. Splitting clusters of Red 

Blood Cells plays a vital role in improving the accuracy. The 

interactive cuts based solution is very simple and efficient way of 

involving minimum human intervention. The proposed method 

achieved an overall sensitivity of 0.997%, while accuracy 0.998% 

and in the same way the achieved overall True Negative Rate is 

0.00265% while Error Rate is 0.001375%. The proposed method 

also shows a strong relationship with manual counting as the 

correlation coefficient, R2=0.997 All these are highly achieved 

statistics in the area.  
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